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Understanding Concepts

3 Distinguish between intramolecular and nermolecular forces.

4 Suppose someone spilled some gasoline while filling a gas tank on a

rainy day.
(a) If some gasoline ran into a puddle of water, would it dissolve in

the water? What evidence would support your prediction?

(b) What rule did you use to predict whether dissolving will occur?

(ci How does this rule apply to the gasoline-water mixture?

5. Windshield washer fluid contains methanol dissolved in water.

(a) Why does methanol dissolve well in water? Explain in terms of

intermolecular forces.
(hi Draw a Lewis structure of a methanol molecule and several water

molcules to show possible hvdroaen bonds (Use dashed lines

to represent H-bonds.)
(cI What would you expect to be the relationship between the

number of possible hydrogen bonds and the solubility7Why2

)nic Compounds in Water
is thc most lmportant solvent on Earth. The oceans, lakes, risers, and rain

aqueous solutions containing many different ionic compounds and a few

rcular solutes. As you know, there are some ionic compounds that dissolve

cry slightly in water, such as limestone (calcium carbonate) buildings and

ous other rocks and minerals. Nesertheless, mans’ more iontc compounds

oive in water than in am other known solvent. H 0

Wh) aie ionic compounds so soluble in water? The key to the explanation H

ic from the study of electrolytes. Electrolytes were first explained by Svante 0 H H 0

wnius who was born in Wijk, Sweden, in 1859. While attending the H H

a crsits of Uppsala, he became intrigued by the problem of how and why C12H22011

aouro!ls n)ution conduct electrirjtv. but othcrs do not. This problem had H
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